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Silver Spring Dermatology Services Selects RxOffice® EMR
COLUMBIA, Md., Nov. 18, 2015 – RxOffice®, a firm that develops software and offers design
and consultation services for the healthcare industry, has signed Silver Spring Dermatology
Services as its latest RxOffice EMR client. The office will use the application to completely
automate its health care records.

RxOffice EMR offers health care providers a system that covers complete Ambulatory Medical
Records, it includes maintaining Patient appointments, Appointment Schedule for Practice,
Covers workflow from Patients Check-in into the Provider Office till Check-out, Create Lab &
Radiology Order, electronic prescriptions and securely maintain patient health records. It also
features an online to-do list to help provider and their staff to better plan their daily activities
efficiently. The RxOffice EMR is compliant with all health care regulatory guidelines, including
Office of the National Coordinator’s Authorized Testing and Certification Body (ONC-ATCB) 2014
certified, which supports Meaningful Use requirements. The RxOffice EMR also includes the
Patient Portal where Patients can view their health records online and electronic document
management for a practice.
“What attracted us to RxOffice EMR is the level of service behind the system along with the fact it
is compliant with all of the health care regulatory requirements,” said Dr. Purnima Sau, who owns
the practice. “We have an established practice, and wanted to ensure the technology we used
would allow us to serve our patients more efficiently without requiring a great deal of training.”

RxOffice EMR enables the practice to eliminate paper and save time, thereby allowing doctors to
treat more patients, streamline administrative tasks and provide more effective patient care.
About RxOffice
RxOffice, a global provider of software consultation, design and development services, provides
technology to health care organizations professionals around the world. RxOffice’s solutions
deliver the tools they need to offer excellent patient care while remaining compliant with privacy
regulations and other requirements.
For more information about RxOffice, visit www.rxoffice.us.
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